LEADING CHANGE FROM
THE EMERGING FUTURE
a leadership cultivator focused on open leadership, transformation and
positive impact on the organizational ecosystem

WHY THIS APPROACH?
change is personal and starts with you

95%
of cognitive
processing happens
in your unconscious
mind

LEARNING

DECISIONS
&
BEHAVIORS

Content is
delivered
specifically in
a way to
reframe
foundations
and rewire
thinking.

WHY?
Change is
personal &
needs to be
understood
for rapid
adaptability.

POSITIVE
CONTRIBUTION

THE NOW

The emerging
future is
unfolding NOW.
To thrive, not
just survive, we
must develop
our people to
engage change
and lead.

HOW VALUE IS DELIVERED
EVOLVE: Leadership Cultivator

The format of our program allows for more flexibility in content consumption in order to meet the demands of your
day. Content is made available in various media formats for on-the-go learning; while the live sessions and private
message channel allows for in-depth discussion with your advisor to deal with the pressing matters of the day.

BI-WEEKLY LIVE SESSIONS

PRIVATE CHANNEL

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS

90-min live session led virtually,
calls recorded for your
convenience

each member has direct access to
private message advisor

for leadership and management
are woven in for new leaders

CONTENT

EXPERT ADVISOR

over 50 lessons, exercises and
multimedia content pieces

guiding you as you build your
leaders to lead the future

COMMUNITY CONTENT

MOTIVATION & TIPS
direct to your inbox weekly

access to all published content
as it is released

CONTENT FOCUS BY MONTH
each month we have a core focus that builds on the last
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LEADING OPENLY

2

MINDWARE

Value: Transparency

Value: Self-Knowledge

LEADING
INCLUSIVE
GROUPS
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Value: Inclusivity

LEADING CHANGE

LEADING
COLLABORATIVELY

Value: Adaptability

Value: Collaboration &
Empathy
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LEADING
COMMUNITY
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Value: Community &
Removing Barriers
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FOCUS: LEADERSHIP

FOCUS: CULTURE & ECOSYSTEM

WHAT WE COVER
sampling of content topics
TOPICS

TOPICS

Mindware Programming 101

Hiring for Culture Fit

Decision Making Models

Generational Literacy

Developing High Performing Teams

Creating Spaces of Trust

Removing Barriers & Silos

Leading Change

Open Principles

Speed of Innovation

Value of Contribution

Leading Inclusive Teams

Creating Common Language & Shared Vision

Interdependency of an Ecosystem

Culture of Learning

Facilitation of Groups

Devaluation Through Comparison

Power of Vulnerability in Leadership

Your Leadership Style

Removing the Fear of Change

The Cone of Uncertainty

Mindware: Presentation of Information

ABOUT US
what we do

open leadership
transformative
experiences
open values
brainstorm & idea
sessions

WE DO

wrangle chaos

catalyze change
makers
discovery & pinpointing
problems

people side of
digital transformation

cultures of
innovation

